READING LIST FOR COMPREHENSIVE EXAMS (LYNN JOHNSON)

U.S. Immigration and Ethnicity

I. General Works


(10 titles)

II. Nativism, Assimilation, Identity

Fields, Barbara J. “Whiteness, Racism, and Identity,” International Labor and Working-Class History, 60 (Fall 2001).


Dale Knobel, *America for Americans* (a more recent work on nativism to go with Higham)


(18)

III. Ethnic Groups


Hoerder, Dirk, and Jorg, Nagler. *People in Transit: German Migration in Comparative Perspective, 1820-1930*.


Liu, Mary. *The Chinatown Trunk Mystery*


Shah, Nayan. *Contagious Divides: Epidemics and Race in San Francisco’s Chinatown*


(20)

IV. Race, Labor and Urban Life


**V. Gender**

Mary Waters, *Ethnic Notions* (intro only)
Marilyn Halter, *Between Race and Ethnicity*
Chris Sherba, *Good Americans*
Eve Nakano Glenn, *Unequal Freedom* (Introduction)
Donna Gabaccia, *From the Other Side*
Vicki Ruiz, *American Dreaming, global realities* (Introduction & selected articles on gender)

**VI. Internal Migration**


(9)

Total: 79 Titles